We study a quintessential black hole solution in three dimensions, with mass and quintessence charge. By exploring the Carter-Penrose diagram, we show the presence of spacelike and lightlike singularities in the metric, given different values for the quintessence parameter, as well as an AdSlike spatial infinity and event horizon encapsulating the singularity. We also study the propagation of scalar and Dirac (Weyl) fields around the black hole solutions with different quintessence charges obtaining the quasinormal spectra for both fields using two different numerical methods with good agreement between the data. In both cases, the presence of quintessence increases the imaginary part of the quasinormal mode, being this related to the event horizon of the solution, preserving the interpretation of this quantity as relaxation time in the corresponding CFT. We also investigate the behavior of high temperature scalar field modes, demonstrating the presence of the so called hydrodynamical limit, differently from the BTZ black hole, for which no such modes exist.
I. INTRODUCTION
The accelerated expansion of the Universe, discovered through Type Ia Supernovae measurements [1, 2] , is nowadays a well established fact . In the framework of General Relativity, such accelerated phase is expected to be driven by an exotic kind of matter with negative pressure called dark energy [3, 4] . Besides the well-known models introducing this expansion by means of a cosmological constant term, some of the most promising candidates for dark energy models are those containing an extra scalar component, the quintessential field [5] , introduced in the geometry via energy-momentum tensor. The effects of an accelerated expansion of the Universe can be probed by black hole physics, inasmuch as the dark energy field content will change the structure of spacetime. Since the 1990's a large number of works have studied black holes in models with a cosmological constant. In this work we deal with black holes solutions in an Universe with quintessence.
In [6] , Kiselev has found a family of static spherically symmetric black holes parameterized by the so-called quintessence charge -w q -and in [7] a generalization including rotation and charge was presented. In the context of AdS/CFT correspondence [8] [9] [10] , Chen et al [11] considered the effects of the quintessence field in the spacetime describing a d−dimensional planar AdS black hole. The authors found an exact solution with a planar topology depending on w q , the cosmological constant Λ, and the black hole mass M.
An important aspect that can be explored is the (in)stability of these black holes solutions against small perturbations to the neighborhood of event horizon via different probe fields.
The solutions of the equations governing the evolution of the perturbations for 'plane wave' boundary conditions are the so-called quasinormal modes. Such solutions have a characteristic spectrum of complex frequencies assumed the mentioned boundary conditions. For asymptotically flat black holes these are taken as purely ingoing waves at the horizon and purely outgoing modes at infinity, while for asymptotically AdS black holes, in general, the Dirichlet boundary condition is used [12] [13] [14] .
Perturbations in black hole quintessential scenarios have been extensively studied in recent decades, considering the evolution of a variety of probe fields. The equations for Dirac, electromagnetic, and scalar fields with or without mass were analyzed in [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for a quintessential Schwarzschild black hole, and their quasinormal modes were obtained. Additionally, in Reissner-Nordström quintessential scenarios, scalar, Dirac, and gravitational perturbations have been tested and the corresponding quasinormal spectra retrieved [21] [22] [23] .
In general, the presence of a quintessential field in the metric yields oscillations with lower frequencies and damping factors. In the late-time behavior, the field is expected to decay exponentially, after the phase of quasinormal ringing [20] .
The evolution of a Gaussian wave package, representing a typical field perturbation in the neighborhood of Schwarzschild black hole was studied by Vishveshwara [24] in the context of perturbation theory. This evolution comes in three different stages: the first characterized by a rapid initial pulse, given the initial burst of the perturbation; this is followed by a second stage of damped oscillations, called quasinormal ringing phase; finally, the perturbations decay exponentially or as power-law tail.
The question of stability of a given solution is answered by the analysis of the second and third phases of the field evolution. In the second phase, the sign of the imaginary part of the quasinormal frequencies settles whether the decay is stable. An initial perturbation should decay as a damped oscillation, for intermediate t whenever Im(ω) < 0; otherwise, the perturbation displays an unlimited growing mode and the system is unstable. In order to determine the field stability through the third phase of its evolution we must evolve the field for very long times and determine whether it displays a vanishing asymptotic behavior.
The study of AdS black holes in d < 4 spacetime dimensions is appealing in several ways [25] [26] [27] , as is the understanding of the dual field theory in the framework of AdS/CFT correspondence [28] [29] and the study of the thermodynamical properties of such black hole, which are found to be similar to those of four-dimensional solutions, as showed for BTZ black hole [30] [31] .
In the context of AdS/CFT correspondence, the study of black hole quasinormal modes allows us to investigate specific aspects on the dual quantum field theories at finite temperature [8] [9] . For instance, the inverse of the imaginary part of the fundamental quasinormal frequency is suggested to define a relaxation timescale for the dual thermal system to return to its equilibrium [32] . In the case of quintessential AdS black holes, the computation of the quasinormal spectrum can bring some insight to a better understanding of the conjecture when the bulk has an accelerated expansion.
Our aim in this work is to present the causal structure of (2+1)-dimensional planar quintessential AdS black holes [11] and also to study the evolution of classical fields in such geometry in order to obtain the quasinormal spectra, probing the stability of the metric to small field perturbations. The paper is organized as follows: In section II we provide a brief review of the black hole solution considered in this paper. In Section III we analyze its causal structure of and, in the following two sections, the propagation of scalar and Weyl fields and their quasinormal spectra. Section VI brings the results on the calculation of quasinormal frequencies at high temperatures, after which, in section VII, we present the discussion of results and our conclusions.
II. THREE-DIMENSIONAL PLANAR BLACK HOLES WITH QUINTESSENCE
The line element ansatz for a (2 + 1)-dimensional planar black hole can be written as
where r stands for the radial coordinate 0 < r < ∞ and x is a planar coordinate −∞ < x < ∞. This is our starting point for the analysis of the geometrical properties of this geometry.
The function A(r) is determined by Einstein's field equations,
with L standing for the AdS radius, related to the cosmological constant Λ by
and T µν is the energy-momentum tensor for the quintessence. Following [11] [6], such a tensor can be cast in terms of the quintessence energy density ρ q and the state parameter of the quintessence, w q , as
Solving Einstein's field equations (2) with the line element ansatz and the energy-momentum (3), we have
where
and r + = (ML) 1/σ specifies the event horizon, with M being the black hole mass. As shown in section III, the solution (4) describes a class of black holes whose spatial infinity has the conformal structure of an AdS spacetime whatsoever the quintessence parameter w q . In another way, the singularity formed at the point r = 0 has a different character depending on the value of w q , being the parameter crucial for the determination of the causal structure.
The line element in (4) can also be obtained, with the proper choice of charges, as a particular solution from a generic description of quintessential black holes by Kiselev [6] . In particular, for w q = 0 we recover the metric of the well-known BTZ black hole [25] .
In the next section we clarify the coordinate singularity at r → r + as a lightlike structure not singular in geometry, and establish the character of the singularity for different w q .
III. CAUSAL STRUCTURE
We now describe the causal structure for three different black hole solutions, corresponding to w q = −1/3, w q = −2/3 and
The spatial asymptotic form of the metric (4) does not depend on the quintessence parameter w q . For all cases in the range −1 < w q < 0, the spatial infinite r → ∞ is AdS.
The behaviour of the Kretschmann invariant, computed for the metric (4) shows
where p 1 = σ 4 − 6σ 3 + 15σ 2 − 20σ + 12 and p 2 = (σ − 2)(σ − 3). In the limit r → 0
and for r → r + ,
Thus, the solution has a physical singularity at r = 0 and the Kretschman invariant is well behaved at the location of the event horizon r = r + and approaches the AdS value 12/L 4 at spatial infinity. In the following, we consider specific values of w q and go through the conformal diagrams, with the usual coordinate transformations.
A. Black hole with w q = −1/3
In this case, the line element (4) takes the form
The first step in order to obtain the Penrose-Carter diagram of the black hole solution is to define the advanced and retarded null coordinates (u, v) as u = t − r * and v = t + r * , respectively, where r * is the tortoise coordinate given by
with r * ∈] − ∞, 0]. In this coordinate system, the metric is free of singularities at the event horizon. The maximal analytical extension of the metric is done by the Kruskal coordinates U and V ,
resulting in
Defining the new coordinatesŨ = arctan(U) andṼ = arctan(V ), we have the PenroseCarter diagram in Fig.1 . Notice that the spatial infinity is conformally AdS and the spacelike singularity is located at r = 0, being covered by the lightlike structure at r = r + (event horizon). Following the same steps as for the case w q = −1/3, we find that the tortoise coordinate is given by
and the Kruskal coordinates are U = −e −ur + /2L 2 and V = e vr + /2L 2 . Thus,
Using the same Penrose coordinatesŨ andṼ as in section III A, we can construct the Penrose-Carter diagram ( Fig. 2) for this case. The surprising feature here is the change in the nature of the singularity: by decreasing w q , we go from a spacelike singularity to a lightlike one. The spacetime is still encapsulated by an event horizon at r = r + , preventing the existence of a naked singularity.
C. Black hole with
Similarly to the previous case (Fig. 2) , the Penrose-Carter Diagram for the black hole with w q = −2/3 also shows a lightlike spacetime singularity. For completeness, we present the tortoise coordinate and the Kruskal extension in this case as well:
Thus,
Singularity character: threshold for w q
The general tortoise coordinate can be written as a first order hypergeometric function,
The limit r → 0 lead to 2 F 1 → 1, which allows us to investigate the threshold between the spacelike and the lightlike singularities. When w q > −1/2, we have
which leads to
With the usual choice ofŨ andṼ as in section A, we will always have a spacelike singularity.
On the other hand, when w q ≤ −1/2, we will have
and
what mapsŨ andṼ into the points ±π/2, generating a lightlike singularity, as in sections B and C.
In spite of the topological difference between spacetimes for different σ, the singularities are always enclosed by an event horizon. This allows us to infer properties like the Hawking temperature in each solution and the usual thermodynamics coming from it, as well as to evolve dynamical fields, studying the quasinormal spectra of the solutions in the region outside the horizon. In order to obtain these spectra, we impose the usual boundary conditions to AdS-like spacetimes, consisting of plane waves entering the event horizon, and vanishing field at spatial infinity. In the next sections we calculate the quasinormal modes for two different fields, analyzing the scaling of these modes with the black hole constants.
IV. KLEIN-GORDON FIELD PERTURBATION
The evolution of a massive probe scalar field Ψ in the black hole geometry (4) is given by the well-known Klein-Gordon equation, which, after performing the separation of variables Ψ(r, x, t) = Z(r) √ r e −iωt+iκx , can be cast in the form
where V (r) is the effective potential. For the massless case m 2 = 0, V (r) has the following expression V (r) = 3r
At the event horizon r + = (ML 2 )
, the effective potential V (r) goes to zero and is infinite at the conformal spatial infinity r → ∞. In the limit of vanishing quintessence w q → 0, V (r) is the effective potential of a massless scalar field evolving in a BTZ black hole [33] as expected. In Fig.(IV) we show curves of V (r) for different values of the quintessence parameter w q . All curves display the same qualitative behavior, with the potential near the event horizon decreasing as the quintessence parameter approaches the pure AdS case
It is useful to compute the quasinormal spectrum due to the probe scalar field, since this allows us, e.g., to verify the black hole stability. Using e. g., the Horowitz-Hubeny technique [32] (in exact the same), for the effective potential (17), we have obtained the frequencies.
The results are listed in table I. In the absence of quintessence, we reproduce the values for the BTZ black hole case [33] . Our data also reveal that, even when w q = 0, the imaginary part of ω scales with the size of the black hole r + , i.e., − Im(ω) ≃ r + remains valid while the scaling Re(ω) ≃ κ is broken in the presence of the quintessence field.
The results of the table I were also obtained with the characteristic integration in null coordinates (along with the Prony method) as described in [14] , and we find both to be in very good agreement: the last digit for imaginary parts of ω in table I indicates the uncertainty inferred from the divergence between both methods (and for the cases ω R = 0).
The largest deviation we find is for the case w q = −κ/2 = −0.5 for which the numerical integration method yields ω = 0.2423 − 1.1517i, a 0.4% deviation from the value listed in the table. decay that others AdS-like spacetimes or different spin-fields can display.
V. WEYL FIELD PERTURBATION
We complete the study of field evolution by analyzing a massless fermion field dictated by the usual wave equation as found in [34] . In order to study the dynamics of the Weyl field given by
we consider the Dirac equation for a two-component massive spinor
where the indexes enclosed in parenthesis, (a), refer to the flat coordinates in the tangent space, γ (a) are the usual gamma matrices, and m denote the spinor mass. Following [35] the spinor covariant derivative ∇ µ can be written as
where ω (a)(b) µ denote the the spin connection,
The triad e 
r , e (a)
From the above quantities it is possible to compute the components of spin connection (21):
Redefining the two component spinor Ψ by
the Dirac equation (18) becomes
In the case of a massless spinor, e.g., a Weyl field, the superpotential W is given by
Now, letting X ± = R + ± R − , we rewrite the equation (26) as
where V ± are the potentials for the massless two component spinor,
With W given by (27) , the potentials V ± take the explicit form
As in the scalar field case, σ plays the role of the quintessence charge, with σ = 2+2w q . We 
There are a few methods available to solve the Weyl field equation, and following the method of the previous section, we choose to expand the field in a manner similar to that of Ref. [32] .
Changing the radial coordinate to a more suitable one, r σ = y −1 , in such a way that the horizon r + lies in y + , we obtain a new field equation:
with Given the exponent 1/2 in the second term of V ± (r), we may choose as ansatz an unusual expansion around the horizon, namely
which seems to be the only way to couple with the half exponent in the effective potentials.
Now, considering (33) in the form
we have the new functions s, τ and u as expansions of the terms in (33),
Naturally, the series for s, τ and u will depend on σ. In the cases with an integer quintessential exponent, we may have only one or two non-zero terms in s n and τ n , though an infinite in u n . The non-integer σ cases are quite more complicated, given that then s n and τ n also have an infinite number of terms, but still converge with the chosen ansatz.
From (35) and (33), we can obtain the two relevant relations. Firstly, the indicial equation for α, given by
which for every σ reduces to
The positive sign of α corresponds to incoming waves near the horizon and the negative stands for the outgoing waves, which are the proper quasinormal resonances in a similar fashion to [32] , which should be taken to solve the equation.
Secondly, the recurrence relation for n > 1, with the chosen ansatz, reads
In the above relations, we consider the first two terms of the expansion, a 0 = 1 and
Now, if we truncate the series (35) , in a particular number of terms, (c), condition (31) requires that Ψ(0) = c n a n (−y + ) n/2 = 0, which is then the quasinormal equation we want to solve. The convergence of the method is tested in the usual way: after having obtained a particular mode for a given c, we repeat the procedure taking a larger number of terms (say, c + 10) verifying whether the obtained frequencies are the same within a given precision.
In general, for high r + and integer σ, this convergence is achieved with c between 50 and 100 while for rational σ around 150 terms [36] . For small/intermediate r + , however, the convergence is poor and other approaches, such as numerical integration are preferred.
In tables III and IV we list the outgoing quasinormal frequencies calculated via Frobenius method as described above, for different values of σ = 2(w q + 1), revealing that the modes for both potentials, V ± , are similar for large r + , but show significant differences for small We check the accuracy of the values in Tab. IV and III by comparing the methods of Frobenius and numerical integration over null-coordinates, obtaining very similar results for both high r + (maximum error of 0.2%), and small r + (around 1%). See Tab. V for a specific example.
In general, the Frobenius method has a better convergence for large r + (as the expansion is done around y −1 + ) [32] , while the integration method is preferable for small r + , as long as a typical grid scale for the profile acquisition is proportional to 1/r + ; this imply a great computational cost when r + is high. From the above listed data, we can infer a scaling between r + and the quasinormal modes in the high-r + regime,
in which the different signs refer to the different potentials V ± . The scaling can be verified to happen also for other small k cases, such as k = 3, 4, and is expected in the interpretation of Im(ω) as a relaxation time in the AdS border.
VI. HIGH TEMPERATURE SCALAR QUASINORMAL FREQUENCIES
In the last part of this work we will report on the presence of high temperature modes, (also known as hydrodynamic approximation), by expanding the Klein-Gordon equation (16) in the corresponding limit. Taking into consideration this equation in terms of the radial coordinate, we have
2 is the g 00 metric term and χ is the time derivative of the field. Defining a change of variables u = r + /r, f = 1 − u σ , and considering the Hawking temperature of the black hole,
we rewrite χ → 8πT H ω/σ 2 which, to leading order, substituting Ψ → f ν on (44), has only two different solutions:
Once again, we take as valid the solution of ingoing waves on the event horizon, thus, considering the negative signal in the above expression as the leading order term in a nearhorizon expansion for the high temperature approach. In what follows this condition guides the procedure for the high temperature modes expansion. We consider an ansatz of the form
Substituting (47) into (44) yields
which, organized in orders of ω gives
The solution for Eq. 49 is given in terms of hypergeometric functions of first kind, written as
where A and B are constants, which diverges u → 1. Given the right boundary condition, we must take B = 0, such that F 0 = A is the only allowed solution. Eq. 50 then leads to
with C and D constants, which has two divergent functions for u → 1. Taking a step back in the equation for F 1 , we can put it into an integral form,
In the near-horizon approximation, we can write the integrands expressions as,
We can then avoid divergences by imposing A + D = 0, such that,
Taking this solution with C = 0 and F 0 = A into the ansatz (47), we can write the wave function as
which fulfills the quasinormal mode condition for ingoing waves in the horizon. Lastly, the Dirichlet condition of Ψ(0) = 0 in the border of the AdS spacetime yields for the high temperature modes limit,
which represents a quasinormal mode in the cosmological range of interest for the variable σ: 0 < σ < 2, or, equivalently, −1 < w q < 0.
In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, the dynamics of probe fields evolving in the bulk spacetime which contains a black hole are related to perturbations of a thermal state on the dual thermal field theory defined at the AdS boundary. Therefore the damping of the fundamental quasinormal frequency of a scalar probe field in the bulk, with high
Hawking temperature, gives the characteristic thermalization timescale for the dual thermal state [32] .
In our case, the timescale for the thermalization is
showing that, as for three dimensional Lifshitz black holes [29] , the perturbation at the AdS boundary is not long lived in the limit of high temperature. Notice that, as the quintessence parameter |w q | increases, the timescale τ for a given temperature T H increases as well demonstrating that the quintessence field in the bulk makes the return of the thermal state to equilibrium more difficult.
VII. FINAL REMARKS
In the present work, we studied a Schwarzschild-AdS-like black hole solution endowed with a quintessential field in (2 + 1) dimensions, introduced in the line element via energymomentum tensor. We have shown that the nature of the singularity depends on the quintessential charge w q . We found two types of black holes: a spacelike singularity for for large r + , which yields distinct spectra to second order in r + , for V ± . Both scalar and Weyl fields display an oscillatory character only for low values of r + , with the frequency being purely imaginary for high r + . This fact will depend however on the κ-momentum of the field.
With respect to the distinct quasinormal spectra for the potentials V ± of the Weyl case, we emphasize that the isospectrality property is related to the integral of a group of potential functions in the boarder of the spacetime [34] . 
leading to W (r + ) = 0; W (∞) = k.
Being W | ∞ r + = 0 a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for isospectrality [37] , we obtained different spectra for the different potentials. This fact is reflected in the scale proposed as our result: the higher the r + and the smaller the κ, the more similar to each other the spectra produced by V + and V − are.
Finally, we also showed the presence of high temperature quasinormal modes regarding a massless scalar field perturbation, and found that the quasinormal spectrum exhibits purely imaginary frequencies, as expected for a large AdS black hole. Considering, then, the AdS/CFT correspondence, we computed the thermalization timescale τ of a thermal state on the dual field theory defined at the conformal AdS boundary, demonstrating the influence of the quintessence on the thermalization.
